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66 Consistency of patterns as a possible cause of 

spatiall variability: a numerical experiment. 

Abstract t 
Spatiall variability in soil organic matter stocks appeared to be much higher than expected 

andd seemed to be connected to the tussock structure of the grass, which may affect the 

spatiall distribution of litter input and decomposition rates. It was hypothesised that the 

variabilityy in soil organic matter stocks may be the cumulative result of variability in litter 

inputt and decomposition rates. By using a conceptual model, this hypothesis was tested. 

Variouss scenarios with spatial patterns ranging from varying in time to consistent in time 

weree performed. The results showed that when patterns of litter input and decomposition 

shiftt laterally in time, the variability in soil organic matter stocks will end up rather low. Only 

whenn the spatial patterns are consistent modelled variability is approximate to the high 

variability,, as measured in the Kootwijk site. The results imply that besides studying spatial 

andd temporal variation in input, decomposition and soil organic matter stocks, attention 

shouldd be paid to the temporal variation or consistency of spatial patterns. 

Introduction n 
Inn previous chapters (2 and 5), it became apparent that the spatial variability of soil organic matter is 

surprisinglyy high, considering the homogeneity of the tree and undergrowth vegetation and the sandy 

parentt material In addition, this variability can hardly be explained by the various site factors, such 

ass slope, aspect and the presence or absence of a tree crown right above the soil sampled (chapter 2). 

AA spatial analysis revealed that most of the spatial variability in soil organic matter stocks occurs at 

veryy short distance. However, a direct relation with the tussock structure could not be found, due to 

differencess in support of samples (42cm vs. 625cm). 67 



Itt is however likely that the tussock structure of the grass results in a small-scale spatial 

differentiationn of input of grass shoots and roots. It also affects the micro-topography of the soil 

andd causes tree litter input, particularly pmecones, to accumulate between the tussocks, as was 

noticedd in field observations. This may imply that spatial variability of tree litter input has a strong 

spatiall correlation at very short distance, rather than at tree scale. Spatial variability in decomposition 

ratess was not measured but they may vary spatially because of spatial differences in substrate quality. 

Itt may be hypothesised that, if the stocks of soil organic matter are the cumulative result of input and 

decomposition,, the variability in these stocks may be the cumulative result of variability in input and 

decomposition.. The aim of this chapter is to test whether this hypothesis can explain the spatial 

variability,, by using a conceptual model. 

Theory y 
Accordingg to the hypothesis, spatial variability in soil organic matter stocks can be the result of 

spatiall variability in the input of litter and/or in decomposition rates. Evidently, the variability in soil 

organicc matter stocks will also depend on the consistency of these input or decomposition patterns. 

Thiss is illustrated by Figure 6.1 where a site consisting of 9 cells receives a certain amount of litter in 

threee subsequent years. In order to improve the clarity of the example, only litter input was considered 

ass a factor in soil organic matter accumulation. At the left-hand side of the figure, in each cell this 

yearlyy litter input during three years is represented by three dots. The relative amount of litter is 

indicatedd by the size of each dot. The litter input in the site has a normal distribution with a mean 

valuee and a standard deviation. 

Figuree 6.1 Litter input at three successive years and soil organic matter stocks after three years Litter input distribution 

patternss are either varying (A) or consistent (B) in time. 

litterlitter input soil OM 



Inn situation A, the spatial distribution of higher and lower amounts of litter is randomly chosen at 

eachh time step. So, at each timestep each cell has the same chance on high or low litter input and 

afterr three timesteps, the summed amount of organic matter on the soil is more or less equal in the 

cells.. In situation B, higher and lower amounts of litter input are randomly distributed at the first 

timestepp only. In subsequent timesteps, its spatial distribution is equal to the first timestep. After 

threee timesteps, the average amount of soil organic matter is equal to situation A, but the variance 

iss much higher. 

Conceptuall model 
Inn order to test whether this theory can explain the high variability in the soil organic matter stocks, 

aa model based on the soil-organic-matter-model as described in chapter 5 was used. The soil-organic-

matter-modell will only be described briefly, for further explanation see chapter 5. Two organic matter 

compartmentss were considered: a fresh litter compartment and a soil organic matter compartment. 

Freshh litter was added to the litter compartment every year and decomposes at relatively high rates 

forr two years. Weight loss in these first two years was calculated for all sources of litter separately. 

Remainingg organic matter was summed and added to the soil organic matter compartment, which 

hadd much lower decomposition rates. Decreases in soil organic matter stocks resulting from 

decompositionn were calculated by a negative exponential function. 

Tablee 6.1 Model input data (mean and standard deviation) for litter input and decomposition rates 

Dataa derived from chapters 3, 4 and 5. 

meann standard deviation 

Input t 

(g.nr2.y-') ) 

Decomposition n 

ratess (k) (y~') 

Treee litter 

Pinee roots 

Grasss shoots 

Grasss roots 

Soill org. matter 

Freshh litter 

420 0 

40 0 

110 0 

850 0 

0.08 8 

0 . 3 -- 0.4 4 

90 0 

5 5 

50 0 

120 0 

0.006 6 

--

Inputt data are the same as presented in chapter 5, but mean values of Table 5.1 are now converted 

too normal distributions with a mean value and standard deviation (Table 6.1). Standard deviations of 

litterr input are based on measurements, but should be handled with care, because of the differences 

inn support between the various measurements. Support varied from 42cm for soil and root samples, 

625cm-- for above ground biomass to 6m- for tree litter. Fresh litter decomposition was considered 

equall in all cells. This conforms to the litterbag results of chapter 4, where first year weight loss 

appearedd to be almost invariable between replicates. Standard deviations of decomposition in 

thee soil organic matter compartment were based on coefficients of variance of the laboratory 

N-mineralisationn experiments (chapter 4). 69 



AA Monte Carlo approach was used, which means that a virtual site, comparable to Figure 6.1, but now 

withh 1000 cells in stead of nine, was filled with normally distributed stocks of soil organic matter. 

Modell input data were selected from the normal distribution curves for litter input and decomposition 

forr all cells. The situations A and B, as described in the theory section, were simulated by choosing the 

spatiall distribution of litter input either completely random at each timestep (A) or equal to the first 

timestepp during the complete simulation period (B). The spatial distribution of decomposition rates 

wass kept constant over time. Model output consisted of soil organic matter in each cell, which was 

convertedd to means and standard deviations at each timestep. These standard deviations (mode 

output)) may depend on the number of timesteps or on the initial standard deviations of the soil 

organicc matter stocks, so first this dependency was tested by varying the initial standard deviations 

andd running the model until standard deviations were constant over time. This test was performed for 

bothh varying pattern (A) and consistent pattern (B) in the scenarios 1 and 2, respectively (Table 6.2) 

Numericall experiments 
Thee two situations (A and B) are rather extreme. Therefore, also intermediate situations were simulated 

byy randomly dividing the 1000 cells into 'constant cells' or 'varying cells' at each timestep. In the 

'constantt cells' the input remained equal to the previous timestep, while in the 'varying cells' new 

nputt values were selected from the normal distribution curve. Although the percentage of the cells 

selectedd as 'constant cells', remained constant over the simulation period, the random selection 

of'constantt cells' was performed at every timestep. The impact of the consistency of patterns was 

testedd by varying the ratio between 'constant cells' and 'varying cells' (scenario 3; Table 6.2). 

Tablee 6.2 Model scenarios with differences in pattern consistency for litter input and decomposition, and different 

standardd deviations for decomposition rates 

nario o 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

inputt patterns 

varying g 

consistent t 

varyingg to consistent 

varyingg to consistent 

varyingg to consistent 

varyingg to consistent 

decomposition n 

consistent t 

consistent t 

consistent t 

patterns s 

varyingg to consistent 

consistent t 

varyingg to consistent 

standardd deviation 

off decomposition rates 

normal l 

norma! ! 

normal l 

normal l 

doubled d 

doubled d 

70 0 

Soo far, spatial distribution in decomposition rates was kept constant in time, because it is not known 

iff these patterns can vary. However, it is likely that when spatial distribution of fresh litter input varies 

inn time, decomposition patterns may also vary. In order to test if the possibility of varying patterns 

contributess to the soil organic matter variability, patterns of decomposition rates were also allowed 

too vary in scenario 4 (Table 6.2). 



Thee variability of decomposition rates was estimated in a very indirect way and i t i snot known ifa 

betterr estimation is needed to give more reliable results. Therefore, the sensitivity of the variability of 

soill organic matter stocks to the variability in decomposition rates was tested by comparing scenarios 

withh the estimated standard deviations for decomposition rates (scenario 3 and 4) to scenarios with 

doubledd standard deviations for decomposition rates (5 and 6). 

Results s 
Thee impact of initial standard deviations and number of timesteps on the final standard deviation 

wass tested for both varying input patterns (scenario 1) and the consistent input patterns (scenario 2). 

Forr both situations, the impact of the initial standard deviation decreases rapidly and within 

355 timesteps lines converge from different initial standard deviations to two clusters, representing 

thee situations A and B (Figure 6.2). The initial patterns in stocks of organic matter were not correlated 

too the input patterns and from the first timestep on, these initial patterns were faded away by the 

litterr input patterns. So, the final standard deviations did not depend on the initial standard deviations 

inn both scenarios 1 and 2. For further scenarios, the initial situations were chosen homogeneous 

(standardd deviation = 0). The standard deviations hardly increased after 50 timesteps and at 100 

timestepss standard deviations were almost invariable over time (Figure 6.2). It was therefore decided 

too perform all following simulations over 100 timesteps. 

Figuree 6.2 Modelled standard deviations of soil organic matter stocks in scenarios 1 and 2 with different initial 

soill organic matter standard deviations. 
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Thee impact of the pattern consistency (scenario 3) is presented in Figure 6.3, where the filled 

sguaress represent the transition from 100% varying input patterns to 100% constant input patterns. 

Thee 0% and 100% consistent cells are similar to the final standard deviations in Figure 6.2 after 100 

timesteps.. When less than 20% of the cells was selected as 'constant cells', the situation was very 

muchh comparable to the situation A, while situation B was approached when over 80% of the cells 

wass selected as 'constant cells'. Standard deviations increased with increasing consistency, but only 

whenn the percentage of constant cells was over 60%. However, this only holds for the simulations 

withh a constant pattern for decomposition rates. The open squares, representing scenario 4 with both 71 



decompositionn and input varying or constant, showed a stronger decrease in standard deviation 

fromm consistent to varying patterns. So, when patterns of decomposition were allowed to vary, the 

consistencyy had more impact, but standard deviations of the soil organic matter stocks did not end 

upp higher. 

Figuree 6.3 Modelled standard deviations of soil organic matter stocks after 100 timesteps over scale of 100% varying 

patternss to 100% consistent patterns 
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Thee sensitivity of the variability in soil organic matter stocks to the variability in decomposition rates 

wass tested by comparing scenarios 3 and 5, both having consistent patterns in decomposition rates 

andd scenarios 4 and 6, both with varying to consistent patterns in decomposition rates. The comparison 

off scenarios 3 and 5 showed that when decomposition patterns were consistent in time, soil organic 

matterr variability increased and more or less doubled by the doubled standard deviations of 

decompositionn rates, irrespective of the consistency in litter input patterns. When the decomposition 

patternss could vary (scenarios 4 and 6), doubling the standard deviations of decomposition rates 

onlyy resulted in increased soil organic matter variability when the percentage of consistent cells was 

overr 50%. When both input and decomposition patterns varied the variability of the soil organic 

matterr stocks seemed to reach a minimum standard deviation, regardless of the variability in input 

orr decomposition. 

Discussionn and conclusions 
Thee model used in the chapter is only a conceptual model and little is known about the small-scale 

distributionn of input and decomposition, as well as the actual consistency of these patterns in the 

field,, which implies that results could not be compared to field measurements. Therefore, the results 

off this chapter should be seen as first attempt to explain spatial variability in homogeneous sites, 

suchh as the Scots pine forest studied. In addition, results in this chapter give some indications for 

722 the necessity of measuring small-scale variability or consistency of patterns. 



Thee aim of this chapter was to test whether consistency of input and/or decomposition patterns can 

explainn the spatial variability in soil organic matter stocks observed in the stand studied. The results 

off the scenarios 3 to 6 all showed that increasing consistency of patterns lead to increasing standard 

deviationss of soil organic matter stocks. Additionally, large standard deviations in input and/or 

decompositionn can only explain the high standard deviations in soil organic matter stocks when 

(spatial)) patterns of decomposition are consistent in time. When spatial patterns of input and 

decompositionn vary in time, (final) standard deviations of soil organic matter are much lowerthan 

observedd in the Kootwijk stand. However, when spatial patterns are consistent, the model output 

approachess the standard deviations of the measurements, although direct comparison is not 

possiblee because of differences in support. 

Thee model results also indicate that when soil organic matter stocks show small variability, it not 

necessarilyy means that litter input and/or decomposition are also not very variable. Small standard 

deviationss in soil organic matter stocks may also result from regular shifts in the patterns of input and 

decomposition.. For instance, yearly shifts in the location of fungi can temporarily enhance 

decompositionn rates in small spots, but overall may lead to lower standard deviations in soil organic 

matterr stocks. So, when variability of soil organic matter stocks seems not to correlate with variability 

off litter input or decomposition, studying the consistency of patterns in these factors may give better 

results. . 

Inn the model, spatial correlation was not incorporated, while spatial patterns of decomposition 

ratess and the several sources of litter input might all act at different scales. In addition, sources of 

litterr input may be correlated with other sources of input or with decomposition. These factors could 

nott easily be added to the model and were therefore not taken into account. In soil science limited 

attentionn has been to the temporal shifts or consistency of spatial patterns in soil properties and 

II have to conclude that these factors are particularly relevant for studies on carbon and nutrient 

cycling.. In contrast, this concept is acknowledged in ecology and nature conservation in 

Thee Netherlands. This is reflected in the surprising similarity between the model and the 'relation 

theory'' of Van Leeuwen (1966). The latter connected high temporal variation with spatial evenness 

andd attributed heterogeneity in spatial patterns to equality-in-time. It is evident that integrated 

ecosystemm research combining these results might be very interesting. 




